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Purpose  
 

The purpose of this document is to display the current rules set of the moderation for Pyvott by 
reviewing what is allowed and not allowed for images and text.   

 

Pictures  
 

Not Allowed  
- Genitals: penis, anus or vagina (partial or total), full breasts and nipples.  
- Drug use when the person in the picture is visibly affected by it.  
- Pictures portraying explicit suicide. 
- Pornographic images where intercourse (sex) is evident.   
- People using guns, weapons, knives, etc., associating it with threats or explicit hatred 

towards a specific group.  
- Screenshots that show pornography or violence related photos.  
- Nudity/pornography.  
- Fetish that appears disgusting or clearly painful.  
- Faces covered with cum/semen or any similar substance.  
- Photos in diapers due to its connection to Pedophilia.  
- Pictures with evident underage person (under 21) smoking or drinking alcohol.  

 

 

Allowed 
- Photos of women’s bare back. 
- Visible genitals from statues, art or paintings. 
- Photos of abdomen and “pack” of the men with or without marked erection.  
- Men/women wearing a thong, bikini, shorts, underwear indoors or outdoors.  
- Genital zone marked in men with erection, or “camel-toe”. Must be covered with clothing. 

Not extreme 
- Flipping off – finger pistol.  
- Photos or Artistic Nudes.  
- Photos focused of Tattoos.  
- Pictures/videos of surgeries, accidents.  
- Underage. 
- Photos focused on the cleavage breasts.  



 
 

- Photos that imply intercourse with no visible genitals. 
- Guns, weapons, or knives portraying news or gun related articles. Guns in drawings or 

illustrations, videogames, movies, or tattoos, as long as the illustration does not promote 
hatred or violence.  

- Fetish that is evidently enjoyed, feet pictures 
- Genitals covered with emojis or blurry 
- Fruits or forms that refer to genitals or pics/images with double meaning (sexual, BDSM), 

such as eggplant, banana, peach, etc. 
- Photos where the nipples of the women are seen through the clothes 
- Photos of celebrities and porn actors/actresses if they don’t display pornography.  
- Advertisement towards certain political candidate or group 
- Drugs or memes about drugs as long as there is no harm intended with them.  

Text 
 

Not Allowed  
- Pornographic, violent words, threats.  
- Links, hashtags or names of Porn web sites.  
- Extremely offensive content about race or sexual preferences.  
- Offers or requests of money to finance studies.  
- Any text that talks about money or payments in exchange for nudes, packs, sex, chat hot, 

photo hot, etc. 
- Profanity/hate speech against God, Allah or any religion in general.  
- Texts that talk about Zoophilia, Pedophilia, Necrophilia and Incest.   
- Links/URLs/Emails of any type directing to scams or pornographic websites 
- CP (Child Pornography or Child Porn).  
- Tips on how to take/use drugs  
- Indication that the profile belongs to a person under 13. 
- Information offer (photos/videos/contact info) of others and not from the user.  

 
 

Allowed 
- Mention of exchanging videos or images as long as they do not mention that are sexual or 

nudes.  
- Texts offering or inquiring about services 
- URLs directing to any site besides porn sites or scams.  
- Mention of drugs, or alcohol as long as it does not vulnerate a human being.  
- Mentions to politics 
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